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Abstract—The current Internet architecture was founded upon
a host-centric communication model, which was appropriate for
coping with the needs of the early Internet users. Internet usage
has evolved however, with most users mainly interested in accessing (vast amounts of) information, irrespective of its physical
location. This paradigm shift in the usage model of the Internet,
along with the pressing needs for, among others, better security
and mobility support, has led researchers into considering a
radical change to the Internet architecture. In this direction, we
have witnessed many research efforts investigating InformationCentric Networking (ICN) as a foundation upon which the Future
Internet can be built. Our main aims in this survey are: (a)
to identify the core functionalities of ICN architectures, (b) to
describe the key ICN proposals in a tutorial manner, highlighting
the similarities and differences among them with respect to those
core functionalities, and (c) to identify the key weaknesses of ICN
proposals and to outline the main unresolved research challenges
in this area of networking research.
Index Terms—Information-Centric Networking, ContentCentric Networking, Named-Data Networking, Future Internet,
Publish-Subscribe, Internet Architecture

I. I NTRODUCTION
The current problems of the Internet are a natural consequence of its architecture, which was designed to address the
communication needs of a time when a network was needed
for sharing rare and expensive resources, such as peripherals,
mainframe computers, and long distance communication links.
The basic requirement from the Internet at that time was
merely that of forwarding packets of data among a limited
number of stationary machines, with well-established trust
relationships. The key design principles of the Internet made it
very simple to link new networks to the Internet and enabled
a tremendous growth in its size. In parallel to the Internet’s
growth, an unprecedented number of innovations, in both the
applications and services running on top of it, as well as in the
technologies below the (inter-)network layer, have emerged.
This is attributed to the hourglass approach followed by the
Internet’s protocol architecture: the network layer forming the
waist of the hourglass is transparent enough, so that almost
any application can run on top of it, and simple enough, so
that it can run over almost any link-layer technology.
The tremendous growth of the Internet and the introduction
of new applications to fulfill emerging needs, has given rise
to new requirements from the architecture, such as support for

scalable content distribution, mobility, security, trust, and so
on. However, the Internet was never designed to address such
requirements and in order to help it “evolve” a vicious cycle
of functionality patches began appearing, such as Mobile IP.
Most of those patches increased the complexity of the overall
architecture and proved to be only temporal solutions [1]. In
addition, many current and emerging requirements still cannot
be addressed adequately by the current Internet. This has
raised the question of whether we can continue “patching over
patches,” or whether a new clean-slate architectural approach
for the Internet is actually needed [2]. Along these lines, a
research community has been formed which, having identified
the limitations of the current Internet, is discussing the key
requirements and objectives of the Future Internet, and is
proposing new architectures and paradigms to address them.
In this context, Information-Centric Networking (ICN) has
emerged as a promising candidate for the architecture of
the Future Internet. Inspired by the fact that the Internet is
increasingly used for information dissemination, rather than
for pair-wise communication between end hosts, ICN aims to
reflect current and future needs better than the existing Internet
architecture. By naming information at the network layer, ICN
favors the deployment of in-network caching (or storage, more
generally) and multicast mechanisms, thus facilitating the
efficient and timely delivery of information to the users. However, there is more to ICN than information distribution, with
related research initiatives employing information-awareness
as the means for addressing a series of additional limitations
in the current Internet architecture, for example, mobility
management and security enforcement, so as to fulfill the
entire spectrum of Future Internet requirements and objectives.
Although very good survey papers exist for research in the
Future Internet area (e.g., [3] and [4]), due to their broad
coverage they treat ICN architectures and related research
efforts either sketchily or incompletely. The aim of this survey
is to focus on ICN and cover the state-of-the-art evenly,
broadly, and at some depth. Compared to other ICN surveys
(e.g. [5] and [6]) the present survey covers in more detail and
depth the most representative and mature ICN architectures
and approaches, instead of a subset. In addition to describing
the goals and basic concepts of the various research projects
on ICN, it identifies the core functionalities of all ICN architectures and highlights their similarities and differences in how
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these functionalities are implemented. Furthermore, it provides
a critical analysis of the main unresolved research challenges
in ICN that require further attention by the community.
The structure of this paper is as follows: In Section II
we provide an overview of ICN, presenting the key concepts
of ICN architectures and discuss the important problems
and limitations of the current Internet that ICN attempts to
solve. In Section III we identify the core functionalities of
all ICN architectures and then present the most mature and
representative ICN approaches. In Section IV we discuss the
similarities and differences among ICN architectures, with
respect to the implementation of these core functionalities.
In Section V, we outline the main challenges that remain
unresolved for researchers interested in this area of networking
research. Finally, a brief summary and our conclusions are
provided in Section VI.

The basic assumption behind this is that information is named,
addressed, and matched independently of its location, therefore
it may be located anywhere in the network [18], [19]. In
ICN, instead of specifying a source-destination host pair for
communication, a piece of information itself is named. An
indirect implication (and benefit) of moving from the host
naming model to the information naming model, is that
information retrieval becomes receiver-driven. In contrast to
the current Internet where senders have absolute control over
the data exchanged, in ICN no data can be received unless
it is explicitly requested by the receiver. In ICN, after a
request is sent, the network is responsible for locating the
best source that can provide the desired information. Routing
of information requests thus seeks to find the best source for
the information, based on a location-independent name.

II. I NFORMATION -C ENTRIC N ETWORKING :
T ERMINOLOGY, C ONCEPTS AND OVERVIEW
In this section we introduce the key concepts and principles
of ICN and discuss how each one of them aims to address
some of the current Internet’s problems and limitations. This
discussion also sets the framework for examining in detail each
proposed ICN architecture in Section III.

B. Focus on Information Delivery

A. Focus on Information Naming
The Internet has been transformed from an academic network to a global infrastructure for the massive distribution of
information, with over 1 billion of connected devices [7], 1
trillion of indexed web pages [8] and Exabytes of annually
transferred data [7]. Users are more and more interested
in receiving information/content/data1 wherever it may be
located, rather than in accessing a particular computer system
(host or server). However, the fact that the Internet is still
based on an underlying host-centric communication model
requires the user to specify in each request not only the
desired information, but also the specific server from which
it can be retrieved from. Unless add-on functionality is used,
the Internet’s native network-layer mechanisms cannot locate
and fetch the requested information from the optimal location
where it is hosted, unless the user somehow knows and
includes the optimal location in the request. In the research
community, the first ideas for shifting from the host-centric
network design to an information-centric network design were
introduced almost a decade ago in the seminal papers of Gritter
and Cheriton [9] (in the context of the TRIAD project [10])
and Carzaniga et al. [11], [12], [13]. Other works of that period
also realized the need for information-centric communication,
assuming however that it would operate as an overlay on top
of the current architecture, based on the functionality offered
by Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) [14], [15].2
The ICN approach fundamentally decouples information
from its sources, by means of a clear location-identity split.
1 The terms information, content and data will be used interchangeably and
with the same meaning in the rest of the manuscript, as in [6].
2 Subsequent works also explored the direct application of DHTs to
information-centric communication, without an underlying routing protocol [16], [17].

The shift towards content-centric bandwidth-demanding applications requires the Internet to efficiently deliver massive
amounts of information and handle large spikes or surges in
traffic, commonly referred to as flash crowds. However, the
data-agnostic Internet architecture lacks native mechanisms
for handling flash crowd events and for enabling efficient
information delivery. In the current Internet, data in transit
are treated by network elements as a series of bytes that
have to be transferred from a specific source to a specific
destination and, as such, network elements have no knowledge
of the information they transfer and hence cannot realize
optimizations that would otherwise be possible (e.g., smart
in-network caching, information replication at various points,
information-aware traffic engineering). For the Internet to fully
exploit the existing in-network storage capabilities, it must
be extended with in-network information-aware mechanisms
for the identification and retrieval of information from its
optimal location [20]. The emergence of such techniques at
the application level (e.g., web caching) only confirms that
they were actually an afterthought for the Internet.
Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) deployed as overlays,
apply these techniques over the wide area at the application
layer but, especially for the case of flash crowds, the amount,
location, and destination of traffic cannot always be anticipated
and the investment for having a CDN to accommodate all
possible cases is certainly not viable, especially given the
constant rise in user-generated information. Moreover, CDNs
typically employ network-unaware mechanisms, which lead
to inefficient utilization of the underlying network resources.
Instead, an Internet-wide infrastructure supporting in-network
mechanisms for efficient information retrieval would be preferable. Recent work [21] based on empirical evidence and data
analysis from Open CDNs shows that some flash crowds
can grow too quickly for application layer dynamic resource
allocation to keep up, e.g., by the CDN reallocating cache
resources, and that the problem becomes worse when the flash
crowd is related to uncacheable (dynamic) information.
In ICN the network may satisfy an information request not
only through locating the original information source, but also
by utilizing (possibly multiple) in-network caches that hold
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copies of the desired information (or pieces of it). This can
be accomplished without resorting to add-on, proprietary and
costly overlay solutions (e.g., CDNs), since the network layer
in ICN operates directly on named information. ICN-based
architectures see non-opaque data packets, in the sense that
these are named based on the information they carry. Therefore, information fragments (packets in current terms) can be
cached and retrieved easily, unlike in the current Internet where
costly techniques like Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) would
have to be used for answering requests with data/packets
cached on the routers [22], [23], [24], not to mention that
DPI does not work when packets are encrypted. Moreover, by
naming information, ICN allows the aggregation of requests
for the same information, thus facilitating its delivery to the
corresponding destinations via multicast forwarding. Finally,
access controls (i.e., who is allowed to access which data)
can potentially be applied directly at the network layer, since
network elements are aware of what information is being
transferred inside each packet.
C. Focus on Mobility
The addressing scheme of the Internet was designed with
fixed hosts in mind, since a host’s IP address must belong to
the network where the host is currently attached. However,
statistics show a constantly increasing number of non-fixed
hosts accessing the Internet, with forecasts saying that by
2015, traffic from wireless terminals will exceed traffic from
wired ones [7]. Wireless and mobile devices may easily switch
networks, changing their IP address and thus introducing new
communication modes based on intermittent and, possibly,
opportunistic connectivity. However, such an approach does
not achieve continuous connectivity while on the move, which
is becoming an increasingly important requirement.
On the other hand, the Mobile IP protocol, a patch to remedy
the problem of locating moving hosts, imposes “triangular
routing”: packets first need to be routed to a home agent,
representing the mobile host at its home network, and from
there to the current location of the mobile node via a tunnel. This is a major inefficiency, since traffic has to travel
along a path longer than the optimal, a problem significantly
aggravated when the mobile node, its home agent, and the
third party that the host is communicating with are all located
in distant Autonomous Systems (AS). Even traffic originating
from a mobile node may need to be tunneled via its home
agent, since many routers on the Internet exercise ingress
filtering, i.e., they check that incoming traffic comes from the
actual network it claims to originate from, meaning that the
mobile node may not be able to directly send traffic from
its current location using its permanent home address. Mobile
IP, just like overlay networks [25], also tends to violate the
usual “valley free” Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) routing
policies, since packets are first routed to the mobile node’s
home agent and from there re-routed to its currently hosting
network. This leads to (a) “valley routing”, i.e., a client AS
(where the home agent is located) serves traffic for a provider
AS, and (b) “exit policy violation”, i.e., traffic exiting from an
exit point different than the one it was supposed to, according
to the BGP rules for a given traffic destination.

3

In ICN, host mobility is addressed by employing the publish/subscribe communication model [26]. In this model, users
interested in information subscribe to it, i.e., they denote their
interest for it to the network, and users offering information publish advertisements for information to the network.
Inside the network, brokers are responsible for matching
subscriptions with publications i.e., they provide a rendezvous
function. It is important to note that the publish/subscribe
terminology used in the context of ICN (e.g., [27]) differs from
that of traditional publish/subscribe systems (e.g., [11], [12],
[13], [26]). In traditional publish/subscribe systems, publish
involves the actual transmission of data while subscribe results
in receiving data published in the future, with the ability of
receiving previously published data being optional. In ICN,
on the other hand, publish involves only announcement of the
availability of information to the network, whereas subscriptions by default refer to already available information, leaving
the option of permanent subscriptions (i.e., receiving multiple
publications matching a single subscription) as optional.
The strength of the publish/subscribe communication model
stems from the fact that publication and subscription operations are decoupled in time and space [28]. The communication between a publisher and a subscriber does not need to be
time-synchronized, i.e., the publisher may publish information
before any subscribers have requested it and the subscribers
may initiate information requests after publication announcements. Publishers do not usually hold references to the subscribers, neither do they know how many subscribers are
receiving a particular publication and, similarly, subscribers do
not usually hold references to the publishers, neither do they
know how many publishers are providing the information [26].
These properties allow for the efficient support of mobility:
mobile nodes can simply reissue subscriptions for information
after handoffs and the network may direct these subscriptions
to nearby caches rather than the original publisher.
D. Focus on Security
The Internet was designed to operate in a completely
trustworthy environment. User and data authentication, data
integrity and user privacy were not a requirement; indeed the
focus was on openness and flexibility in allowing new hosts
to join the network. Moreover, the Internet was designed to
forward any traffic injected in the network, resulting in an
imbalance of power between senders and receivers. These
characteristics allow spammers, hackers and attackers in general to launch Denial of Service (DoS) attacks against the
Internet infrastructure or against Internet hosts and services,
while easily covering their tracks. In order to cope with such
malicious and/or selfish behavior, add-on security patches and
trust mechanisms have been developed, such as firewalls and
spam filters, as well as new security protocols that complement the existing (inter)networking protocols (e.g., IPSec
and DNSSec). However, such solutions do not penetrate deep
into the network and bad data still gets forwarded, clogging
systems and possibly fooling filtering mechanisms [3]. The
required processing overhead and the Internet’s end-to-end
philosophy have so far prevented placing security and trust
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mechanisms deeper into the network, where it would be most
effective in avoiding or identifying and stopping attacks.
Many of the security problems of the Internet are largely
due to the disconnection between information semantics at the
application layer and the opaque data in individual IP packets.
This places a significant burden on integrating accountability
mechanisms into the overall architecture. Point solutions like
DPI or lawful interception try to restore this broken link between the actual information semantics and the data scattered
in individual packets. However, this is achieved at a relatively
high cost and is therefore only applicable to critical problems,
such as law enforcement. As a result, while secure end-to-end
connections are prevalent, the overall Internet architecture is
still not self-protected against malicious attacks and data is not
secure. At the same time, the lack of an accountability framework which would allow non-intrusive and non-discriminatory
means to detect misbehavior and mitigate its effects, while
retaining the broad accessibility to the Internet and ensuring
both data security and communication privacy (i.e., hiding
from non-authorized parties that a communication between
two parties took place) is a crucial limitation to overcome [20].
ICN architectures are in contrast interest-driven, i.e., there is
no data flow unless a user has explicitly asked for a particular
piece of information. This is expected to significantly reduce
the amount of unwanted data transfers (such as spam) and also
facilitate the deployment of accountability and forensic mechanisms on the network points that handle “availability” and
“interest” signaling. Moreover, for ICN architectures that use
self-certifying names for information, malicious data filtering
will be possible even by in-network mechanisms. Finally, most
ICN architectures add a point of indirection between users
requesting a piece of information and users possessing this
piece of information, decoupling the communication between
these parties. This decoupling can be a step towards fighting
denial of service attacks, as requests can be evaluated at the
indirection point, prior to arriving to their final destination.
Indirection can also benefit user privacy, as a publisher does
not need to be aware of the identities of its subscribers.

different approaches. Below we identify these key functionalities, which will form the basis for presenting and comparing
the various ICN initiatives in the remainder of the paper.
•

•

•

•

III. ICN A PPROACHES
The various existing ICN initiatives focus on designing
an Internet architecture that will replace the current hostcentric model and will directly address the problems and
limitations identified in the previous section. ICN oriented
projects (see Figure 1) include the DONA [29] project at
Berkeley, the EU funded projects Publish-Subscribe Internet
Technology (PURSUIT) [30] and its predecessor PublishSubscribe Internet Routing Paradigm (PSIRP) [31], Scalable
& Adaptive Internet soLutions (SAIL) [32] and its predecessor
4WARD [33], COntent Mediator architecture for contentaware nETworks (COMET) [34], CONVERGENCE [35], the
US funded projects Named Data Networking (NDN) [36] and
its predecessor Content Centric Networking (CCN) [37] and
MobilityFirst [38], as well as the French funded project ANR
Connect [39] which adopts the NDN architecture.
Although they are still under active development, these ICN
architectures address a set of key functionalities, albeit with

•

Naming: The structure of the name assigned to a piece
of information (or service) that can be communicated
over the network is one of the main characteristics of
each ICN architectural proposal. In all ICN architectures
information names are location-independent. On the other
hand, depending on the approach, names may range
from flat to hierarchical and may or may not be humanreadable.
Name resolution and data routing: Name resolution
involves matching an information name to a provider
or source that can supply that information, while data
routing involves constructing a path for transferring the
information from that provider to the requesting host.
A key issue is whether these two functions are integrated, or coupled, or are independent, or decoupled. In
the coupled approach, the information request is routed
to an information provider, which subsequently sends
the information to the requesting host by following the
reverse path over which the request was forwarded. In
the decoupled approach, the name resolution function
does not determine or restrict the path that the data will
use from the provider to the subscriber. For example,
an independent data routing module may send to the
provider a source route to the requesting host.
Caching: We distinguish between on-path and off-path
caching. In on-path caching the network exploits information cached along the path taken by a name resolution
request, while in off-path caching the network exploits
information cached outside that path. In ICN architectures
with decoupled name resolution and data routing, offpath caching must be supported by the name resolution
system, which handles caches as regular information publishers. If name resolution and data transfer are coupled,
off-path caching must be supported by the routing system
used to forward the requests for information.
Mobility: Subscriber mobility is intrinsically supported
in ICN architectures, since mobile subscribers can just
send new subscriptions for information after a handoff.
Publisher mobility is more difficult to support, since the
name resolution system (in the coupled approach) or the
routing tables (in the decoupled approach) need to be
updated.
Security: This aspect is tightly related to the naming
structure [40]. On the one hand, human-readable names
require a trusted agent or a trust relationship with the
name resolution system to verify that the returned information corresponds to the requested name. On the other
hand, flat names can support self-certification, but are nothuman readable, thus requiring another trusted system to
map human-readable names to flat names.

It is important to note that these are not ICN-specific
functionalities, but rather the common core of all the ICN
architectures considered. As such, this list simply aims to
assist in shaping the presentation of each individual ICN
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2008
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2010
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SAIL [32]
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(Aug 2010-Jan 2013) (Sep 2010-Feb 2013)

2011

MobilityFirst [38]
(Sep 2010-Sep 2013)

ANR Connect [39]
(Jan 2011- Dec 2012)

2012

Fig. 1.

Timeline of key ICN milestones. Seminal ICN papers are shown on the left hand side, while ICN-related projects are shown on the right hand side.

architecture in the remainder of this section, as well as the
ensuing discussions in the following sections.
A. DONA
While many projects, starting with TRIAD [10], proposed extending the Internet with content routing capabilities (see Figure 1), the Data Oriented Network Architecture (DONA) [29] from UC Berkeley is one of the first
complete ICN architectures, as it radically changes naming
by replacing the hierarchical URLs with flat names. Unlike
URLs which are bound to specific locations via their DNS
component, the flat names in DONA can be persistent, even if
the information moves. This allows information to be cached
and replicated at the network layer, thus increasing information
availability. Finally, names in DONA allow users to verify
that the received information matches a requested name via
cryptographic techniques. On the other hand, DONA maintains
IP addressing and routing, either globally or locally (see
below), deploying a name resolution mechanism as an overlay
that maps its flat names to the corresponding information.
1) Naming: In DONA each piece of information (or service) is associated with a principal. Names consist of the

cryptographic hash of the principal’s public key P and a label
L uniquely identifying the information with respect to the
principal. Naming granularity is left to the principals, who are
considered to be the owners of the corresponding information.
For instance, principals may name either an entire web site or
each individual web page within it. Names are flat, applicationindependent, location-independent and globally unique. For
immutable data the label can be the cryptographic hash of the
information object itself, thus allowing any purveyor (e.g., a
CDN) to offer such data. Clients interested in an information
object are assumed to learn its name through some trusted
external mechanisms (e.g., a search engine). Unlike structured
DNS names, flat names in DONA do not embed a fixed
administrative structure, thus they are easy to map to any
private namespace of human-readable names.
2) Name Resolution and Data Routing: Name resolution
in DONA is provided by specialized servers called Resolution
Handlers (RHs). There is at least one logical RH at each
AS. RHs are interconnected, forming a hierarchical name
resolution service on top of the existing inter-domain routing
relations, as shown in Figure 2, so as to allow name resolution
and data routing to respect the established routing policies be-
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The DONA architecture. RH stands for Resolution Handler.

tween AS’s. In order to make an information object available,
the publisher (principal) sends a R EGISTER message with the
object’s name to its local RH, who stores a pointer to the
principal (arrow 1). The RH then propagates this registration
to the RHs in its parent and peering domains, following
the established routing policies (arrows 2-3), causing each
intermediate RH to store a mapping between the object’s name
and the address of the RH that forwarded the registration. As a
result, registrations are replicated in RHs all the way up to the
tier-1 providers and, since all tier-1 providers are peers with
each other, RHs located at tier-1 providers are aware of all
registrations in the entire network. Publishers can also issue
wildcard R EGISTER messages to notify the RH hierarchy that
they can provide all possible data items for a specific principal.
In order to locate an item, a subscriber sends a F IND
message to its local RH, which also propagates this message
to its parent according to its routing policies, until a matching registration entry is found (arrows 4-5). At that point,
requests follow the pointers created by the registrations in
order to eventually reach the publisher (arrows 6-7). Since
tier-1 providers are aware of all objects in the network, this
process is guaranteed to succeed if the requested name exists.
Subscribers can also issue wildcard F IND messages to ask for
immutable data with a specific label, regardless of its purveyor.
Data routing can be either decoupled or coupled with name
resolution. In the decoupled option, when a F IND message
reaches an appropriate publisher, the data can be directly sent
to the subscriber using regular IP routing and forwarding. The
actual data transmission will follow the established routing
policies for traffic between the publisher’s and the subscriber’s

AS’s. This requires global IP addresses, which are nearly
exhausted, so DONA also offers a coupled option which relies
on domain-local IP addresses only. In the coupled option
the F IND messages gather path-labels as they move from
RH to RH, indicating the sequence of AS’s crossed by the
request. When the request reaches the publisher, these pathlabels are simply used in the reverse order to retrace the
path towards the subscriber (arrows 8-11). While the coupled
option obviates the need for global IP addresses and large BGP
routing tables, since all path-labels have a local meaning, it
enforces symmetric routing (at least, at the AS level) between
requests and responses, which is not necessarily the case with
regular BGP routing.
DONA can also support multicast channels, by allowing
F IND messages to be cached in RHs for a specified period
of time and sending information updates in response to these
messages until they expire. When additional F IND messages
for the same information are received by the RH, they are
merged into a single entry with multiple path-labels for the
responses, thus creating a multicast distribution tree. Note that
this can only work with the coupled option, as it requires data
to follow the reverse AS path taken by the F IND messages.
3) Caching: DONA supports on-path caching via the RH
infrastructure. A RH that decides to cache a requested data
object can replace the source IP address of an incoming
F IND request with its own IP address, before forwarding the
message to the next RH. As a result, any response will surely
traverse the current RH, thus the data returned will be cached
there. If path-labels are used, the data always return via the
intermediate RHs, who can then decide whether to cache the
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information or not. If a subsequent F IND message requesting
the same object reaches a caching RH, the RH can directly
return the data to the subscriber. Information may also be
replicated off-path, provided that each purveyor registers the
information through its local RH. A RH receiving multiple
R EGISTER messages for the same information maintains (and
propagates upwards) only the pointers to the best available
copy (e.g., the closest one).
4) Mobility: Mobile subscribers can simply issue new
F IND messages from their current location, relying on the
RH infrastructure to provide them with the closest copy of
the information. Mobile publishers can also unregister and
re-register their information when changing their network
location, but this incurs a non-negligible messaging overhead,
since these messages need to be relayed all the way to the
tier-1 RHs to ensure that (a) no stale registration state will
exist and (b) that the advertised information is traceable to its
new location.
5) Security: Names in DONA are self-certifying, i.e., they
allow the subscriber to verify that the data received matches
the name requested. For mutable data, a client requesting
an information object named P:L will also receive as metadata the public key of the principal (which is bound to P
via its hash) and a signature for the data object itself, thus
allowing the data to be authenticated as coming from the
specific principal. For immutable data, the subscriber can
simply verify that the label L is indeed the cryptographic hash
of the information object, regardless of the purveyor acting as
the principal. This allows subscribers to choose a purveyor
according to its reputation and performance.
The design of DONA can either prevent or mitigate a series
of attacks to the RH infrastructure. A RH will only accept
information registrations by authenticated principals (bound
to P) or purveyors of immutable information (bound to L)
and it will only accept forwarded registrations from trusted
RHs, since all traffic follows established routing policies.
Providers can enforce contractual limits on R EGISTER and
F IND messages from customers to guard against control-plane
resource exhaustion attacks. In order to protect customer AS’s
from misbehaving RHs, DONA allows explicit requests for
access to copies other than the closest one. Finally, DONA
delegates the responsibility for guarding against user-plane
resource exhaustion attacks to existing IP mechanisms.
B. NDN
The Content Centric Networking (CCN) [37] architecture
from PARC is the other pioneering fully-fledged ICN architecture. Its basic ideas were described in a Google tech
talk [41], long before the first paper describing the CCN
architecture was published [42] (see Figure 1). The Named
Data Networking (NDN) [36] project, funded by the US Future
Internet Architecture program, is further developing the CCN
architecture. NDN envisions reshaping the Internet protocol
stack by making the exchange of named data the thin waist
of the Internet architecture, using various networking technologies below the waist for connectivity, including, but not limited
to, IP. In NDN a strategy layer mediates between the named
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data layer and the underlying network technologies to optimize
resource usage, e.g., to select a link in a multi-homed node,
while a security layer applies security functionalities directly
on named data. A crucial aspect of NDN is that names are
hierarchical, thus allowing name resolution and data routing
information to be aggregated across similar names, something
considered to be critical for the scalability of the architecture.
1) Naming: Names in NDN are hierarchical and may
be similar to URLs, for example, an NDN name can be
/aueb.gr/ai/main.html. However, NDN names are not
necessarily URLs: their first part is not a DNS name or an IP
address and they do not have to be human-readable. Instead, in
NDN each name component can be anything, including a dotted human-readable string or a hash value. In NDN a request
for a name is considered to match any piece of information
whose name has the requested name as a prefix, for example,
/aueb.gr/ai/main.html can be matched by an information object named /aueb.gr/ai/main.html/_v1/_s1,
which could mean the first segment of the first version of
the requested data. After receiving this information object, the
subscriber could ask for the next data segment either directly
by requesting /aueb.gr/ai/main.html/_v1/_s2, or
for the next sibling under this version. Alternatively, the
subscriber could ask for the next version by requesting the
first sibling of /aueb.gr/ai/main.html/_v1. While the
way information objects are segmented is expected to be
known by the subscriber’s application, the prefix matching
rule enables an application to discover what is available.
Furthermore, it allows the subscriber to ask for data that
have not been produced yet: a publisher can advertise that
it can satisfy requests for a specific prefix, and then return
information objects with complete NDN names. This can be
used to implement various applications where information
objects are generated dynamically, hence their full names
cannot be known in advance, such as voice conferencing [43].
2) Name Resolution and Data Routing: In NDN subscribers issue I NTEREST messages to request information
objects which arrive in the form of DATA messages, with
both types of message carrying the name of the requested/transferred information object. As shown in Figure 3, all messages are forwarded hop-by-hop by Content
Routers (CRs), with each CR maintaining three data structures: the Forwarding Information Base (FIB), the Pending
Interest Table (PIT) and the Content Store (CS). The FIB
maps information names to the output interface(s) that should
be used to forward I NTEREST messages towards appropriate
data sources. The PIT tracks the incoming interface(s) from
which pending I NTEREST messages have arrived, i.e., those
I NTEREST messages for which matching DATA messages
are expected. Finally, the CS serves as a local cache for
information objects that have passed through the CR.
When an I NTEREST arrives, the CR extracts the information
name and looks for an information object in its CS whose
name matches the requested prefix. If something is found, it
is immediately sent back through the incoming interface in
a DATA message and the I NTEREST is discarded. Otherwise
the router performs a longest prefix match on its FIB in
order to decide towards which direction this I NTEREST should
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be forwarded. If an entry is found in the FIB, the router
records the I NTEREST’s incoming interface in the PIT and
pushes the I NTEREST to the CR indicated by the FIB. In
Figure 3, the subscriber sends an I NTEREST for the name
/aueb.gr/ai/new.htm (arrows 1-3). If the PIT already
contains an entry for the exact name, meaning that this exact
information object had already been requested, the router
adds the incoming interface to this PIT entry and discards
the I NTEREST, effectively forming a multicast tree for the
information object.
When an information object that matches the requested
name is found at a publisher node or a CS, the I NTEREST
message is discarded and the information is returned in a DATA
message. This message is forwarded back to subscriber(s) in
a hop-by-hop manner, based on the state maintained in the
PITs. Specifically, when a CR receives a DATA message, it
first stores the corresponding information object in its CS and
then it performs a longest-prefix match in its PIT to locate an
entry matching the DATA packet;3 if a PIT entry lists multiple
interfaces, the DATA message is duplicated, thus achieving
multicast delivery. Finally, the CR forwards the DATA message
3 The longest-prefix match is needed since the requested name may be a
prefix of the one returned.

packet to these interfaces and deletes the entry from the PIT
(arrows 4-6). In case there are no matching entries in the PIT,
the router discards the DATA packet as a duplicate.
In NDN name resolution and data routing are coupled,
since DATA messages follow the pointers left in the PITs
by I NTEREST messages, therefore routing is by definition
symmetric. In order to populate the FIBs, NDN can use
distributed routing protocols like OSPF [42], in which CRs
advertise name prefixes rather than IP address ranges, e.g., a
router could advertise /aueb.gr to inform the network that it
can provide information objects whose prefix is /aueb.gr.
A CR may have multiple interfaces in its FIB for a prefix,
for example, if it is multi-homed or if it is aware of multiple
CDN servers hosting the information. In this case its strategy
layer may choose to send the I NTEREST either to all these
interfaces (if multiple DATA messages are returned, all but the
first are automatically discarded) or only to the interface that
has exhibited the best performance so far.
3) Caching: NDN natively supports on-path caching, since
each CR first consults its CS whenever it receives an I N TEREST message and caches all information objects carried
by DATA messages. The CS can use LRU or any other
replacement policy, but, realistically, it cannot be used for
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long-term storage if it just caches everything it sees [44], [45],
therefore it is mostly useful for recovery from packet losses
and for handling flash crowds, where many users request the
same data in close succession. Off-path caching is supported
by delivering an I NTEREST to any data source that may be
hosting the requested information object, e.g., the strategy
layer can direct the I NTEREST to a CDN server rather than
to the originating publisher. This is not transparent to NDN
however, as it requires populating the FIBs with pointers to
such copies, which in turn requires the name prefixes of these
copies to be advertised by the CDN server through the routing
protocol used.
4) Mobility: When a subscriber moves in NDN, it can
simply issue new I NTEREST messages from its current location
for the information objects it has not yet received. These will
be suppressed by the PIT of the first common CR in both
delivery routes (prior and post the handoff). Of course, the
corresponding information objects will also be delivered to
its old location. When a publisher moves on the other hand,
the FIBs pointing to it have to be updated, which requires
advertising again the name prefixes for the information it is
hosting via the routing protocol. As this represents a very
high overhead in high-mobility solutions, NDN utilizes the
Listen First Broadcast Later (LFBL) protocol [46] to implement mobility in ad-hoc/opportunistic networks. In LFBL,
I NTEREST messages are flooded. When a potential source for
the requested information receives an I NTEREST, it listens to
the (wireless) channel in order to discover if another node has
already sent a matching DATA message. If not, it sends the
DATA message itself towards the subscriber.
5) Security: NDN supports the association of humanreadable hierarchical information names with the corresponding information objects in a verifiable way [47]. Each DATA
message contains a signature over the name and the information included in the message, plus information about the
key used to produce the signature, e.g., the public key of the
signer, a certificate for that public key or a pointer to them.
This allows any node, including CRs, to verify the binding
between the (possibly, human-readable) name of the packet
and the accompanying information. In order to verify that the
information comes from an authorized source though, the subscriber must trust the owner of the public key used for signing.
The hierarchical structure of names simplifies building trust relationships, for example, /aueb.gr/ai/main.html may
be signed by the owner of the /aueb.gr/ai domain, whose
key may be certified by the owner of the /aueb.gr domain.
NDN also supports anonymous operation by using a Tor-like
approach named ANDaNA [48].
C. PURSUIT
The
Publish
Subscribe
Internet
Routing
Paradigm (PSIRP) [31] project and its continuation the
Publish Subscribe Internet Technology (PURSUIT) [30]
project (see Figure 1), both funded by the EU Framework 7
Programme, have produced an architecture that completely
replaces the IP protocol stack with a publish-subscribe
protocol stack. The PURSUIT architecture consists of
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three separate functions: rendezvous, topology management
and forwarding. When the rendezvous function matches
a subscription to a publication, it directs the topology
management function to create a route between the publisher
and the subscriber. This route is finally used by the forwarding
function to perform the actual transfer of data.
1) Naming: Information objects in PURSUIT are identified
by a (statistically) unique pair of IDs, the scope ID and
the rendezvous ID. The scope ID groups related information
objects while the rendezvous ID is the actual identity for a
particular piece of information [49]. Information objects may
belong to multiple scopes (possibly with different rendezvous
IDs), but they must always belong to at least one scope. Scopes
serve as a means of (a) defining sets of information objects
within a given context and (b) enforcing “boundaries” based
on some dissemination strategy for the scope. For example,
a publisher may place a photograph under a “friends” scope
and a “family” scope, with each scope having different access
rights. While PURSUIT names are flat as in DONA, scopes in
PURSUIT can be organized in scope graphs of variable forms,
including hierarchies, therefore a complete name consists of
a sequence of scope IDs and a single rendezvous ID, thus
generalizing the DONA naming scheme.
2) Name Resolution and Data Routing: Name resolution
in PURSUIT is handled by the rendezvous function, which is
implemented by a collection of Rendezvous Nodes (RNs), the
Rendezvous Network (RENE), implemented as a hierarchical
DHT [50], [51], as shown in Figure 4. When a publisher
wants to advertise an information object, it issues a P UBLISH
message to its local RN which is routed by the DHT to
the RN assigned with the corresponding scope ID (arrows 12).4 When a subscriber issues a S UBSCRIBE message for the
same information object to its local RN, it is routed by the
DHT to the same RN (arrows 3-6). The RN then instructs a
Topology Manager (TM) node to create a route connecting the
publisher with the subscriber for data delivery (arrows 7-8).
The TM sends that route to the publisher in a S TART P UBLISH
message (arrows 9-10), which finally uses this route to send
the information object via a set of Forwarding Nodes (FNs).
The TM nodes in PURSUIT jointly implement the topology
management function by executing a distributed routing protocol to discover the network topology, e.g., OSPF. The actual
delivery paths are calculated upon request by the rendezvous
function as a series of links between FNs and encoded into
source routes using a technique based on Bloom filters [52].
Specifically, each network node assigns a tag, i.e., a long
bit string produced by a set of hash functions, to each of
its outgoing links, and advertises these tags via the routing
protocol. A path through the network is then encoded by
ORing the tags of its constituent links and the resulting Bloom
filter is included in each data packet. When a data packet
arrives at a FN, the FN simply ANDs the tags of its outgoing
links with the Bloom filter in the packet; if any tag matches,
then the packet is forwarded over the corresponding link [53].
In this manner, the only state maintained at the FNs is the
4 Note that the RN assigned with a scope ID may reside outside the AS of
its publisher, due to the way DHTs operate.
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link tags. Multicast transmission can be achieved by simply
encoding the entire multicast tree into a single Bloom filter.
Subsequent packets belonging to the same information
object can be individually requested by the subscriber using
the notion of Algorithmic IDs, i.e., packet names generated
by an algorithm agreed by the communicating entities. These
requests are forwarded similarly to data packets, using reverse
Bloom filters calculated by the TM to bypass the RENE. This
allows the realization of transport layer protocols, e.g., via a
sliding window of pending requests.
Name resolution and data routing are decoupled in PURSUIT, since name resolution is performed by the RENE, while
data routing is organized by the TMs and executed by the
FNs. While name resolution can be time consuming, especially
since DHT routing does not follow the shortest paths between
the communicating nodes, data forwarding can take place
at line speeds, without placing any state at the FNs [53].
Furthermore, the separation of routing and forwarding allows
the TMs to calculate paths using complex criteria (e.g., load
balancing), without requiring signaling to the (stateless) FNs.

On the other hand, the topology management and forwarding
functions as described are only adequate for the intra-domain
case and need to be extended (e.g., with label switching) for
the inter-domain level.
3) Caching: PURSUIT can support both on-path and offpath caching [54]. In the on-path case, forwarded packets
are cached at FNs in order to potentially serve subsequent
requests. However, on-path caching may not be very effective
due to the decoupled nature of name resolution and data
routing, since requests for the same information object can
reach the same RN, whereas the actual data transfers may use
entirely different paths. In the off-path case, caches operate
as publishers, by advertising the available information to the
RENE. Managed information replication, as in CDNs, can also
be efficiently supported by the PURSUIT architecture [55].
4) Mobility: Mobility in PURSUIT is greatly facilitated by
the use of multicast and caching [54]. Four types of mobility
cases are considered, based on host movement (local, global)
and technology interchange (static when a single technology
is involved, dynamic when vertical handoffs are performed).
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Local subscriber mobility can be handled via multicast and
caching, i.e., by multicasting information objects to multiple
possible locations for the mobile subscriber and receiving
information objects from nearby caches after a handoff. Global
subscriber mobility is handled by modifying the forwarding
function of the architecture [56]. Mobility prediction can
be used to reduce handoff latencies by caching information
requested by the subscriber to the areas where the subscriber
is expected to move after a handoff [54]. Publisher mobility
is harder, since the topology management function has to be
notified of the publisher’s new position in the network.
5) Security: PURSUIT supports the Packet Level Authentication (PLA) technique [57] for encrypting and signing
individual packets. This technique assures data integrity and
confidentiality as well as malicious publisher accountability.
PLA can be used to check packets either at FNs or at their final
destination. The use of flat names also permits self-certifying
names for immutable data objects, using the object’s hash as
the rendezvous ID. Moreover, paths encoded into Bloom filters
can use dynamic link identifiers, making it impossible for an
attacker to craft Bloom filters or even to reuse old Bloom
filters to launch DoS attacks. Finally, security solutions for
mitigating spam [58] and for preserving privacy have been
developed for PURSUIT.
D. SAIL
The Architecture and design for the future Internet (4WARD) [33] project and its continuation Scalable and
Adaptive Internet Solutions (SAIL) [32] (see Figure 1), both
funded by the EU Framework 7 Programme, are investigating
designs for the Future Internet and ways to facilitate a smooth
transition from the current Internet. While both projects have a
very wide scope, in this survey we will focus on one of their
research areas, the Network of Information (NetInf), which
designs an ICN architecture that supports the exchange of
named information objects. Beyond the aspects covered below,
the SAIL architecture5 includes many other services, such as
searching for information objects via keywords. The SAIL
architecture is very general: it combines elements present in
the NDN and PURSUIT approaches and can even operate
in a hybrid mode. Furthermore, it can be implemented over
different routing and forwarding technologies, by introducing
convergence layers to translate SAIL messages to actual
network packets [59].
1) Naming: Information object names in SAIL are “flatish”: they provide some structure and they can even be
hierarchical, but they do not carry location or organizational
information. SAIL defines the ni://A/L URI scheme in
which names consist of an authority part A and a local (with
respect to the authority) part L. Each part can be a hash, thus
allowing for self-certification, or any other type of string, thus
allowing for regular URLs [60]. SAIL names are considered
flat for name comparison purposes, that is, a subscription will
only match a publication if there is an exact name match
between them, as in PURSUIT. On the other hand, SAIL
5 While the architecture is most frequently referred to as NetInf, we use
instead the project’s name (SAIL) as for the other ICN efforts.
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names can be considered hierarchical when used for routing,
that is, routers can use longest prefix matching to determine
how to route a message, as in NDN [59].
2) Name Resolution and Data Routing: Name resolution
and data routing can be either coupled or decoupled in SAIL,
and even hybrid operation is possible, as shown in Figure 5. In
the decoupled case, a Name Resolution System (NRS) is used
to map object names to locators that can be used to reach the
corresponding information object, such as IP addresses. The
NRS is some form of DHT, either a multilevel DHT [61] or a
hierarchical SkipNet [62]. In the multilevel DHT solution, each
authority maintains its own local NRS to handle the resolution
of the L part, while a global NRS handles the resolution of
the A part. A publisher makes an information object available
by sending a P UBLISH message with its locator to the local
NRS, which stores the L to locator mapping (arrow 1). The
local NRS aggregates all the L parts for the same authority
A into a Bloom filter [52], and sends a P UBLISH message
to the global NRS (arrow 2). The global NRS stores the
mapping between the authority A plus the Bloom filter and
the local NRS, replacing any previous such mapping. When a
subscriber is interested in an information object, it can send a
G ET message to the its local NRS which consults the global
NRS (arrows 3-4) in order to return a locator for the object
(arrows 4-5). Finally, the subscriber sends a G ET message
to the publisher, using the returned locator (arrows 7-9), and
the publisher responds with the information object in a DATA
message (arrows 10-12).
In the coupled case, a routing protocol is used to advertise
object names and populate the routing tables of Content
Routers (CRs), as in NDN. A subscriber sends a G ET message
to its local CR, which propagates it hop-by-hop towards the
publisher or a cache (arrows a-c). When the information object
is found, it is returned via a DATA message, reversing the path
taken by the G ET message (arrows d-f). However, in contrast
to NDN where pointers left in CRs are used for the return
path, in SAIL the G ET messages accumulate routing directions
along their path, which are simply reversed at the publisher or
cache in order to reach the subscriber.
In the hybrid mode of operation, the NRS returns routing
hints, that is, partial locators that can direct a G ET message
in one or more directions where more information about the
requested information object may be found. A G ET message
can thus start with some routing hints from the NRS to reach
the vicinity of the requested information object, and then
exploit name-based routing information stored in the CRs to
reach its destination. Alternatively, a G ET message can start
with the name-based routing information stored in the CRs
and resort to the NRS for further routing hints when a CR
does not have sufficient information to forward it. As a result,
routing in SAIL can be a mix of hop-by-hop and partial paths.
3) Caching: The SAIL architecture, in addition to on-path
caching at the CRs, envisions the deployment of large scale
information object caching and replication mechanisms in
co-operation with the NRS, i.e., these caches are treated as
publishers. SAIL considers a hierarchy of caches in which
local caches are part of a tree that contains a small number of
caching servers at the root. Caches higher up in the hierarchy
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have larger storage space in order to store popular objects,
which otherwise would have been evicted by local caches
due to their small size. The project also investigates cache
migration policies, in which popular objects are dynamically
migrated to caches that are closer to the consumers [60].
4) Mobility: Host mobility is supported by having the
NRS maintain topological information for each registered host.
Upon a change of location, the moving host updates the
topological information in the NRS where it is registered
and an appropriate notification is sent to any nodes that
are currently communicating with the mobile host. The NRS
also uses a Late Name Binding (LNB) strategy to allow the
resolution process to terminate at a node close to the current
area of a moving host. This is facilitated by the use of routing
hints in the NRS, which allow messages to first be forwarded
in the appropriate direction, and then get resolved to their
exact destination. For example, when a publisher moves within
its current area, it can simply update its local NRS with its
location, without invalidating the routing hints in the global
NRS that point to its current area.
5) Security: The SAIL architecture envisions a fullyfledged security system that covers name security, information

integrity, authentication and confidentiality, and authorization
and provenance. The basic building block of the security
architecture is the inclusion of hash values in names, which
allows self-certification of both the authority and the local part.
SAIL names may explicitly identify the hash scheme used,
e.g., SHA-1, to allow many such schemes to co-exist [60].
E. COMET
The COntent Mediator architecture for content-aware nETworks (COMET) [34] project (see Figure 1), funded by the
EU Framework 7 Programme, is designing mechanisms for
optimizing information source selection and distribution by
mapping information to appropriate hosts or servers based
on transmission requirements, user preferences, and network
state [63]. The core component of the COMET architecture is a Content Mediation Plane (CMP) which mediates
between the network providers and the information servers,
being aware of both information and infrastructure. The
COMET project has produced two very different architectures
for the CMP: a coupled design called Content-Ubiquitous
Resolution and Delivery Infrastructure for Next Generation
Services (CURLING) [64], which is an ICN architecture
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with coupled name resolution and routing, and a decoupled
design that enhances information delivery without fundamentally changing the underlying Internet [65]. Unlike other ICN
approaches which strive for location independence, COMET
allows both subscribers and publishers to explicitly include
location preferences for information, following established
business practices. For example, a subscriber may ask for
bookstores in a specific country, and a publisher may only
make videos available to a specific country.
1) Naming: A precise naming scheme has not been defined
for COMET. However, in COMET the information names
are provided by a Content Resolution System (CRS) when
the information is registered by the publishers, thus allowing
names for related information to be explicitly aggregatable,
e.g., episodes of a TV series can have sequential names.
This allows the naming system to scale by exploiting existing
relationships between information objects.
2) Name Resolution and Data Routing: The coupled approach in COMET is presented in Figure 6. A publisher that
wants to make some information available sends a R EGISTER
message to its local CRS node which issues a name for the
information and stores the actual location of the information,
e.g., the IP address of the publisher (arrow 1). This information
is propagated upstream in the AS hierarchy using P UBLISH
messages, so that each parent CRS ends up with a pointer to
its child CRS that sent the P UBLISH message (arrow 2). The
publisher may limit the propagation of this information to a
specific area, e.g., an IP prefix, so P UBLISH messages may
not reach the Tier-1 provider. A subscriber that is interested

in some information issues a C ONSUME message to its local
CRS, which is similarly propagated upwards in the CRS
hierarchy until it reaches a CRS that has information about
that name (arrows 3-4). The subscriber may either limit the
propagation of this information to a specific area or exclude
specific areas from this propagation. When a match is found,
the C ONSUME message follows the pointers in the CRSs to
reach the actual publisher (arrows 5-6). As the C ONSUME
message travels from the subscriber to the publisher, each
CRS on the way installs forwarding state at the Contentaware Routers (CaRs) of each intermediate AS, pointing back
towards the subscriber (arrows 3a-5a). The publisher can thus
send the corresponding data to the subscriber by using these
pointers (arrows 7-10).
While the coupled approach in COMET shares many ideas
with DONA on name resolution and with NDN on data
routing, there are some important differences. With respect
to name resolution, in COMET the P UBLISH messages are
not propagated to peering AS’s, but only to parents, in
order to reduce the state maintained at CRSs. This has two
implications: first, when a C ONSUME message reaches a tier1 provider without finding a match, it must be propagated to all
other Tier-1 providers to guarantee that a match will be found,
if one exists, since all tier-1 providers are peers with each
other; second, both name resolution and data routing (which
are coupled) do not exploit peering links, therefore additional
signaling is needed to switch to peering paths if available. For
example, in Figure 6 data routing can switch to the peering
link between AS1 and AS2 [64]. With respect to data routing,
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while in NDN both name resolution and data routing use the
same CRs, in COMET name resolution uses the CRSs while
data routing uses the CaRs, thus allowing the CRSs in each
AS more flexibility in choosing the most appropriate paths
between the available CaRs of that AS.
The decoupled approach in COMET is presented in Figure 7. In this case, the CRS system is similar to DNS, in that
the CRSs split the object namespace among themselves in a
fixed hierarchical manner. This means that when a publisher
wants to make some information available, it simply sends a
R EGISTER message to its local CRS (arrow 1), which is not
propagated further because it must belong to the namespace
assigned to that CRS. When a subscriber issues a C ONSUME
message for some information (arrow 2), this is resolved by
the root CRS to a pointer towards the publisher’s CRS (arrows
3-4). The subscriber’s CRS contacts the publisher’s CRS to
get the location of the publisher (arrows 5-6), e.g., its IP
address. Then the subscriber’s Path Configurator (PC) contacts
the publisher’s PC (shown co-located with the CRS nodes for
simplicity) requesting a source route from the subscriber to
the publisher (arrows 7-8). This source route is returned to
the subscriber (arrow 9) which uses it to request information
(arrows 10-12); its reverse is used by the publisher to return the
information (arrows 13-15). COMET’s decoupled approach
has some of the limitations of DNS, for example, names are
location-dependent due to the fixed assignment of namespace

areas to network areas. As a result, it cannot be considered
a true ICN architecture, hence in the remainder of this paper
the term COMET architecture will refer only to the coupled
approach.
3) Caching: COMET supports on-path and off-path
caching in a manner similar to other coupled architectures,
that is, on-path caching is a byproduct of name resolution,
while off-path caching requires registering cached copies with
the CRS. COMET has performed considerable work in onpath caching algorithms, proposing two novel schemes instead
of NDN’s “cache everything” scheme. ProbCache is a probabilistic caching scheme where each CaR first approximates
how many times an information packet should be cached
on a path by assuming other CaRs have the same caching
capacity as itself and estimating the total traffic on the path
by the requests it receives per unit time. Then, each CaR,
based on this approximation, its distance from the publisher
and its distance from the subscriber that made the request,
probabilistically caches the packet [44]. On the other hand,
the Centrality scheme is based on the observation that CaRs
lying on many shortest paths are more likely to get a cache
hit, hence an information object should only be cached by the
CaR with the highest “centrality” in its path. The centrality is
captured by the number of times a specific node is contained
on the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in a network
topology. Computing the centrality at each CaR would require
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that every CaR has knowledge of the global topology. Thus,
a simplified metric, for which a node needs only to know
its 1-hop neighbors and the paths among them, is used [45].
Simulation results show that both caching schemes outperform
the NDN scheme in terms of scalability and hit ratio [44], [45].
4) Mobility: COMET uses specialized mobility-aware
CaRs placed at the edge of the access networks to support
user mobility [66]. Mobility-aware CaRs track the mobility of
users and information and can predict their future locations.
When a subscriber moves to a new CaR in the same domain,
the latter can obtain the subscriber’s context information from
the previous CaR. When the subscriber moves to a different
domain, the situation is more complicated since new CaRs may
need to be configured with routing state after the handoff. As
this process may lead to extended latencies during handover, a
proactive handover approach can be adopted to avoid handoff
latencies: the currently hosting domain predicts the domain to
which the subscriber is likely to hand over, allowing for user
context information to be transferred in advance.
5) Security: COMET adopts security techniques from other
ICN architectures [65]. The security techniques that may be
used depend however on the exact naming structure used. For
example, if related pieces of information use sequential names
for aggregation purposes, these names cannot use the selfcertification approach of DONA which relies on embedding
hashes in the names. One aspect of COMET that simplifies
security provisioning is the use of AS paths rather than global
addresses in both the CRSs and the CaRs, thus preventing
attackers from using arbitrary network paths to launch undetected attacks.
F. CONVERGENCE
The CONVERGENCE [35] project (see Figure 1), funded
by the EU Framework 7 Programme, envisions an ICNbased Future Internet that facilitates user access to information, spanning from digital data and services to people and
real-world objects. Each such object in CONVERGENCE is
represented by a Versatile Digital Item (VDI), a common
container for all kinds of digital information, based on the
MPEG-21 specification. A Content Network (CONET) [67]
allows publishers to make available VDIs and subscribers to
express interest in those VDIs. A distinguishing characteristic
of the CONVERGENCE architecture6 is that it attempts to
ease transition from IP by reusing existing functionality. For
example, since CONVERGENCE messages are expected to
be large due to naming and security meta-data, rules are
defined for splitting them to carrier packets, e.g., IP datagrams. Furthermore, an IP header option has been defined
to carry the essential information from CONVERGENCE
message headers, allowing CONVERGENCE-aware IP routers
to treat IP datagrams containing CONVERGENCE messages
differently.
1) Naming: In CONVERGENCE object names consist
of a namespace ID and a name part, whose format is
determined by the namespace ID. While the default format
6 While the architecture is most frequently referred to as CONET, we use
again the project’s name (CONVERGENCE) as for the other ICN efforts.
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of CONVERGENCE names is similar to that in DONA, i.e.,
a flat P:L pair [67], hierarchical names may also be used
as in NDN [68], or even URLs. The exact properties of the
names depend therefore on the specific namespace used. Since
CONVERGENCE is most similar to NDN, we assume in the
following the use of hierarchical names.
2) Name Resolution and Data Routing: The CONVERGENCE architecture, shown in Figure 8, has many similarities
with NDN; indeed, its prototype has been implemented as
a modification of the NDN prototype [68]. Subscribers issue
I NTEREST messages requesting an information object, which
are forwarded hop-by-hop by Border Nodes (BNs) to publishers or Internal Nodes (INs) that provide caching (arrows
1-3 and 6). Publishers respond with DATA messages which
follow the reverse path (arrows 7-10). In order to reduce
the state requirements at the BNs, CONET diverges from
NDN in three aspects. First, BNs do not maintain namebased routing information for every advertised name prefix,
but only for a small portion of them, hence their routing
table operates like a route cache. If an I NTEREST message
cannot be forwarded because there is no routing information
for the corresponding name, the BN consults an external
Name Resolution System (NRS), e.g., DNS, in order to find
out how to forward the I NTEREST (arrows 4-5). Second,
as I NTEREST messages are propagated they accumulate the
network addresses of the BNs they pass, allowing the publisher
to route the DATA message by reversing this path information,
without requiring the maintenance of pointers at BNs. Third,
BNs do not have to be directly connected; instead, the path
between two BNs can involve multiple hops, e.g., via IP
routers as shown in Figure 8, hence their designation as border
nodes. Therefore, unlike CRs in NDN, BNs map names to
network addresses, e.g., IP addresses, rather than to interfaces.
In CONVERGENCE name resolution and data routing are
coupled, since the path taken by a DATA message is the reverse
of the path followed by the corresponding I NTEREST message,
even though each step of this path may not be a single hop but
an entire IP path, hence the path segments between BNs which
an I NTEREST message and its corresponding DATA message
follow are not necessarily symmetric. The NRS is used if an
appropriate route is not found at some BN. The details of the
NRS used have not been defined by the CONVERGENCE
project. The name-based routing tables at BNs may also be
partially populated without resorting to the NRS, by running
a routing protocol for name prefixes, e.g., OSPF, as in NDN.
3) Caching: CONVERGENCE supports on-path caching in
a manner similar to NDN. Off-path caching and replication are
supported by registering additional copies of an information
object stored at INs to the NRS; however, the signaling
overhead for this registration is unclear, as an NRS mechanism
has not been defined yet for CONVERGENCE.
4) Mobility: In principle, CONVERGENCE supports subscriber mobility exactly as in NDN, i.e., by having subscribers
issue new I NTEREST messages after a handoff. However,
the efficiency of CONVERGENCE in supporting subscriber
mobility is questionable, as it decouples forwarding information from BNs. More specifically, in NDN the re-issued
I NTEREST messages are suppressed when they reach the first
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BN that had received a previous such message. This does
not apply to CONVERGENCE, since BNs do not maintain
per I NTEREST state. Therefore, pre-handoff and post-handoff
I NTEREST messages are treated separately by the network,
propagating all the way to the publisher, where they trigger
independent (and duplicated) DATA messages in response.
Publisher mobility on the other hand requires updating the
NRS, whose overhead is unknown, as noted above.
5) Security: CONVERGENCE adopts the per DATA message security approach of NDN, i.e., each DATA message
contains a digital signature. Due to the large overhead of the
meta-data required for signature verification, DATA messages
are expected to be much larger than carrier packets, e.g., IP
datagrams encapsulated in Ethernet frames. For this reason,
CONVERGENCE proposes performing security checks on
information only at the DATA message level at the subscriber,
leaving the BNs to only deal with the (smaller) carrier packets
that cannot be individually authenticated [68].
G. MobilityFirst
The MobilityFirst [38] project (see Figure 1), funded by the
US Future Internet Architecture program, proposes a cleanslate Future Internet architecture with an emphasis on treating
mobile devices as first-class citizens [69]. As a result, MobilityFirst provides detailed mechanisms to handle both mobility
and wireless links, as well as multicast, multi-homing, innetwork caching and security. The basis of the MobilityFirst
architecture is the separation of names for all entities attached
to the network (including information objects, devices and
services) from their network addresses: each entity has a
globally unique name, which can be translated into one or
more network addresses at various points in the network, thus
allowing messages to be dynamically redirected in order to
follow a mobile device or content.
1) Naming: Each network entity in MobilityFirst is assigned a Globally Unique Identifier (GUID) via a global naming service that translates human-readable names to GUIDs.

Every device in MobilityFirst must obtain GUIDs for itself, its
information objects, and its services. GUIDs are flat 160-bit
strings with no semantic structure and they may be randomly
selected, since their length ensures that the probability of a
collision is small. Alternatively, GUIDs can be self-certifying
hashes of information objects, thus allowing information integrity verification, or hashes of public keys, thus binding
devices to principals. Each network attached entity has a
unique GUID, and if an entity (e.g., video file) is available in
multiple network locations, then all of its copies will have the
same GUID. By naming all network entities, MobilityFirst can
support both name-based information delivery (via information
GUIDs) and host-to-host communication (via device GUIDs).
2) Name Resolution and Data Routing: In MobilityFirst
all communication starts with GUIDs, which are translated
to network addresses in one or more steps, via a Global
Name Resolution Service (GNRS) as shown in Figure 9. A
publisher that wishes to make some information available asks
the naming service for a GUID and then registers the GUID
with its network address in the GNRS (arrow 1). A GUID is
mapped via hashing to a set of GNRS server addresses, which
are contacted using regular routing [70]. When a subscriber
wants to receive some information, it sends a G ET message
that includes the GUID of the requested object, along with its
own GUID for the response, to its local Content Router (CR)
(arrow 2). The CR can only route based on actual network
addresses, e.g., IP addresses, hence it asks the GNRS for
a mapping between the destination GUID and one or more
network addresses (arrow 3). The GNRS replies (arrow 4)
with a set of network addresses (optionally it may also send
a source route, a partial source route and/or intermediate
network addresses). The CR selects one of these network
addresses, adds it to the G ET message, which it then forwards
using the regular routing tables in the CRs (arrows 5-6 and
9). The GET message includes both the destination GUID
and the destination network address, and any CR along the
path can consult the GNRS to receive an updated list of
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network addresses for the destination GUID (arrows 7-8) if,
for example, due to mobility the GET message cannot be
delivered to the publisher. The publisher sends its response
to the subscriber’s GUID, using the same procedure (arrows
10-13).
The resulting name resolution and data routing process is a
hybrid between IP routing and name-based routing. The actual
routing is performed based on network addresses, with the
GNRS only used to map GUIDs to network addresses. For
less dynamic services, MobilityFirst can translate each GUID
to a network address once, as with DNS, and operate based on
network addresses only, ignoring the GUID. For more dynamic
services, the GUID may be translated multiple times; the first
router (optionally, others too) asks the GNRS for the network
addresses bound to a given GUID and makes forwarding
decisions based on the reply from the GNRS. Forwarding
can thus be “fast path”, when the GNRS is bypassed, or
“slow path”, when routers (re-)consult the GNRS in order to
obtain an updated list of network addresses. This late binding
or re-binding is especially useful for mobile destinations.
Note that each message is delivered separately, i.e., the G ET
message and the information object sent in response to it
are individually routed based on their destination GUIDs,
therefore name resolution and data routing are decoupled in
MobilityFirst.
3) Caching: MobilityFirst supports on-path caching by
opportunistically caching passing messages at intermediate
CRs, thus allowing subsequent requests for the same GUID to

be answered with the locally cached copy. In addition, each
time an information object is cached off-path or replicated,
the GNRS is informed of the change in order to update
the corresponding GUID entry with the additional network
addresses. While the GNRS can be repeatedly consulted as
a message travels through the network, this is a “slow-path”
operation, and each CR can implement its own policy on when
to consult with the GNRS for additional cached copies.
4) Mobility: In MobilityFirst the aim is to address host,
information, and entire network mobility. Host mobility is
primarily handled by the GNRS, which must be updated when
a network attached object changes its point of attachment. No
routing level indirections such as those performed in mobile
IP are required. Network mobility is supported at lower levels
and another distributed protocol (analogous to BGP) can be
utilized for disseminating routing updates. While BGP can
be used for inter-domain routing, a storage-aware routing
mechanism can be employed at the intra-domain level in order
to best support networks where disconnections due to mobility
and variable link conditions are prevalent, by exploiting local
storage, as in delay-tolerant networking [71].
5) Security: MobilityFirst envisions a decentralized trust
model for name certification, where independent naming organizations exist (e.g., one per country or one per institute) for
mapping human-readable names to GUIDs. The GUID of an
entity can be securely bound to that entity via cryptographic
techniques, thus enabling traffic accountability. On the other
hand, users can frequently request a new GUID to avert
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Naming

DONA

NDN

Flat, consisting
of principal and
label part.

Hierarchical,
may contain
publisherspecific prefix.

PURSUIT

Flat, consisting
of scope and
rendezvous part.
Scopes may be
organized
hierarchically.

SAIL

Flat-ish names,
consisting of
authority and
local part.
Possible name
aggregation for
the same
authority.

COMET

Unspecified.
Names produced
by name
resolution system
which creates
aggregatable
names for related
content.

CONVERGENCE

MobilityFirst

Either flat or
hierarchical,
most work based
on hierarchical.

Flat, consisting
of a single
component.

Name Resolution and
Data Routing
Resolution handlers
organized following AS
hierarchy.
Coupled: A source-route is
created during resolution.
Decoupled: Resolution
handlers return network
address.
Routing protocol used to
flood name prefix
information.
Coupled: Routing state for
data is established at
routers during request
propagation.

Caching
On-path caching
at resolution
handlers. Offpath caching
requires
additional
registrations.
On-path caching
at content
routers. Offpath caching
requires
additional
routing
information.

DHT-based rendezvous
network matches
subscriptions to
publications. Scopes can
be used to limit
publication/resolution.
Decoupled: topology
management and
forwarding are separated
from rendezvous.
Coupled: requests
accumulate routing state
during name resolution.
Decoupled: DHT-based
name resolution returns
content locator.
Hybrid: name resolution
returns routing hints to
assist coupled operation.

On-path caching
at content
routers. Offpath caching
requires
additional
routing
information or
registrations.

Coupled: DONA-like
resolution but forwarding
state is installed in content
routers during resolution.
Scoping/filtering used to
limit
publication/resolution.

Probabilistic onpath caching at
content routers.
Off-path
caching requires
additional
registrations.

Name prefixes cached at
content routers,
unspecified name
resolution system for noncached prefixes.
Coupled: Interest
messages accumulate
routing state during name
resolution.
Hash –based global name
resolution service to map
names to network
addresses, may be used
repeatedly for late binding
of addresses.
Decoupled: requests and
data are independently
resolved and routed.

On-path caching
difficult due to
decoupled
operation. Offpath caching
requires
additional
registrations.

Mobility
Subscriber
mobility via
new requests.
Publisher
mobility
requires
additional
registrations.
Subscriber
mobility via
new requests.
Interest
flooding
protocol for
publisher
mobility.
Subscriber
mobility via
new requests.
Publisher
mobility
requires
updating the
topology
manager.
Subscriber
mobility via
new requests.
Support for
publisher
mobility via
routing hints in
hybrid
operation.
Specialized
mobility-aware
content routers
at access
network that
exchange
mobile context
state.

Security
Principal is hash
of public key.
Label can be
hash of
immutable
content.

Signatures
included in
packets.
Certification
chain can follow
name hierarchy.

Packet level
authentication
for individual
packets. Names
can be
optionally selfcertifying.

Names can be
optionally selfcertifying.

Unspecified, but
explicitly
aggregatable
names make
self-certification
impossible.

On-path caching
at content
routers. Offpath caching
relies on
unspecified
name resolution
system.

Subscriber
mobility via
new requests.
Publisher
mobility relies
on unspecified
name resolution
system.

Signatures
included in
objects larger
than packets.

On-path caching
at content
routers. Offpath caching
requires
additional
registrations.

Subscriber and
publisher
mobility via late
binding to first
reach the
mobile’s area
and then find
the mobile.

Names can be
optionally selfcertifying.

TABLE I
I MPLEMENTATION OF KEY FUNCTIONALITIES IN ICN ARCHITECTURES .
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profiling.
IV. C OMPARISON OF A PPROACHES
The ICN architectures discussed in Section III have both
similarities and differences in the way they implement the
key ICN functionalities. In addition to summarizing the most
salient characteristics of each ICN architecture in Table I,
in this section we provide a more detailed analysis and
comparison of the different design choices.
A. Naming
The naming of information objects and services is one of the
fundamental design choices in each ICN architecture, since the
structure of names and their semantics have a profound impact
on all other aspects of the architecture. The main choices are
hierarchical or flat names, and there is an ongoing debate on
the merits of each approach [40].
The main argument for hierarchical names is that they allow
the system to scale via aggregation. This is an especially
critical issue if we consider the number of named objects that
will need to be supported, which are estimated between 1013
and 1015 [61], which is way beyond what current systems, e.g.,
DNS or BGP, can handle. NDN, which uses hierarchical names
for all resolution and routing decisions, assumes that extensive
name aggregation will be applied in content routers (especially
at the core) in order to reduce routing table sizes. However, to
achieve significant name aggregation, names must be allocated
in a manner that reflects the actual network topology. For
example, consider content router A in Figure 3. Its routing
entries indicate that all names with the prefix /aueb.gr/
are reachable via content router C, with the exception of the
/aueb.gr/cs prefix which is reachable via content router B.
Assume now that a new prefix /aueb.gr/db is announced
to content router A. If it is reachable via content router C, then
it will be aggregated with the existing entry for /aueb.gr/,
but if it is reachable via content router B, then a new routing
entry will be required, as it cannot be aggregated with the entry
for /aueb.gr/cs. This shows that either all names with the
same prefix must point at the same area, or the prefix will not
be aggregatable. Unfortunately, binding names to locations has
been identified as one of the main shortcomings of the current
Internet architecture with respect to mobility support, and there
are several pre-ICN proposals for decoupling object names
from topological addresses [72], [73], [74]. Therefore, the
exact benefits of hierarchical name aggregation to scalability
are debatable.
The main argument for flat names is that they avoid this
location-identity binding, thus simplifying mobility. However,
flat names are not easy to aggregate, thus requiring either
huge routing and/or name resolution tables, or complicated
and costly solutions like DHTs, as discussed in the following
section. In addition, these data structures also need to be
updated whenever information moves.
Another aspect of the debate between hierarchical and flat
names is that the former can be human-readable while the
latter can be self-certifying; unfortunately, one cannot have
both [40]. For example, NDN has to rely on an external
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trust mechanism to bind signed information to human-readable
names [47], while MobilityFirst has to rely on an external
naming system to bind human-readable names to GUIDs [69].
B. Name Resolution and Data Routing
For ICN architectures based on hierarchical names, the main
issue in name resolution is how to scale the system without requiring location-identity binding. Initial work on NDN
suggests using ISP-provided names as prefixes for achieving
name-aggregation, since there is yet no clear way to avoid this
without losing the scalability benefits of hierarchical aggregation [75]. CONVERGENCE tries to bypass the scalability
problem by caching only a limited number of name prefixes in
the routing tables, but this requires an external name resolution
system, which would face the same scalability problems.
For ICN architectures based on flat names on the other
hand, the main issue in name resolution is how to handle a
huge naming space that cannot be aggregated. In DONA and
COMET name resolution state is accumulated as we move
towards tier-1 ISPs, requiring the top-level resolution servers
to store huge amounts of data, especially in DONA which
replicates everything at the top level [51]. COMET tries to
partially mitigate this by using scoping to limit the propagation
of name resolution information; it also proposes creating
explicitly aggregatable names to reduce state requirements, but
these names cannot be self-certifying. PURSUIT relies on a
hierarchical DHT to spread this load, at the cost of inflating
name resolution paths, routing policy violations and reliance
on external name resolution servers for local information [50],
[51]. SAIL relies on a two level (local and global) DHT
solution in order to always locally resolve requests for global
information, at the cost however of binding names to specific
AS’s [61]. MobilityFirst distributes the name resolution service
by using a hashing scheme to determine the address of a
name resolution server for each GUID, relying then on regular
routing to reach this server; this however requires that all AS’s
in the world implement the same scheme [70].
Another proposed approach is to explicitly aggregate flat
names [40]. In this approach, a request contains a series of
concatenated flat names, e.g., A.B.C, and routing decisions
are based on a deepest match: the router searches for matches
in its routing table from right to left. In the above example,
a router would first look up C, if that failed it would look up
B, and so on. Explicit aggregation allows reducing the size of
routing tables, e.g., an entry for A is enough for addressing
requests for A.B.C, as long as users include A as a routing
hint in their request.
The approaches to data routing taken by ICN architectures
have already been classified as coupled or decoupled from
name resolution. In the coupled approaches, routing information is accumulated during name resolution, therefore data are
normally forwarded by reversing the path taken by requests,
while in the decoupled approaches the request and data paths
may be totally different. The exact details however vary greatly
between ICN approaches. Among the coupled approaches,
NDN and COMET install forwarding information in content
routers as requests are resolved towards the publisher, while
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CONVERGENCE and the coupled variants of DONA and
SAIL accumulate this information in the request packets
themselves and then rely on source routing to return the
corresponding data to the subscribers. As a result, in the first
case the data routing state is maintained in the content routers,
while in the second case the data routing state is included in
the data packets themselves.
Among the decoupled approaches, the decoupled versions
of DONA and SAIL rely on the name resolution system to
return an IP address for the desired information, which can
then be reached via regular IP routing; multiple addresses may
be returned if the information is available at many locations.
PURSUIT uses an independent topology management entity
to calculate data routing paths, which are encoded in Bloom
filters that are used as source routes; Bloom filters however
do not scale to Internet sizes and suffer from false positives as
more links are added to them [53]. MobilityFirst relies on a
very fast name resolution system to iteratively retrieve network
addresses [70], starting with general directions and ending with
specific addresses, so as to best support mobility. In addition,
MobilityFirst treats requests and data in a symmetric manner,
thus simplifying subscriber and publisher mobility. We note
that, independent of the exact details of how name resolution
and data routing are performed, decoupling name resolution
and data routing allows more flexibility in how each function
is implemented, allowing, for example, different paths to be
used for signaling (control) traffic and data traffic.
C. Caching
Caching is a fundamental feature of ICN architectures, as
information awareness allows the network to identify cached
information without resorting to the application layer, as in
Web caching. In on-path caching, when a router receives a
request for a piece of information it responds with a locally
cached copy, without involving the name resolution system.
In off-path caching, caches announce their information to
the name resolution system, so that they may be matched
to information requests that would not normally reach them,
essentially becoming alternative information publishers. Onpath caching is generally opportunistic, i.e., routers cache
information that happens to flow through them, while off-path
caching can also be used to actively replicate information, as
in CDNs.
While all ICN architectures natively support on-path
caching in principle, when name resolution and data routing
are decoupled there are less opportunities to exploit opportunistic caching, as the name resolution path generally differs
from the data routing path: while the information can be
opportunistically cached on the data routing path, subsequent
requests for the same information follow the (different) name
resolution path, reducing the possibility for a cache hit. When
name resolution and data routing are coupled on the other
hand, if data is cached on the data routing path it will result
in a cache hit when subsequently requested over the same
name resolution path. Opportunistic caching can range from
the “cache everything” approach of NDN, to the probabilistic
caching approach of COMET [44], [45].

In off-path caching (and replication), beyond the more
general problem of choosing what to cache and where [55],
the main issue is how to reduce the overhead required in order
to inform the name resolution system when new items are
cached or old items are discarded. The exact details depend
on the name resolution scheme used, but one common goal is
to keep updates local, e.g., within an AS, so as to reduce
signaling overhead and only serve customers from within
that AS. In DONA and COMET cached information can be
advertised only within an AS and not propagated upwards in
the AS hierarchy (COMET provides the scope mechanism for
this purpose). Similarly, in the decoupled version of SAIL
and in PURSUIT cached information can only be advertised
within the local DHT of an AS. In NDN, CONVERGENCE
and the coupled version of SAIL, the name prefix tables
need to be updated, but it is unclear how this could be
achieved economically, as the routing protocols proposed for
advertising name prefixes are based on flooding. MobilityFirst
also faces problems in this area, as it relies on a global lookup
mechanism for name resolution, therefore it is unclear how
locally cached copies can be advertised only within an AS.
D. Mobility
The location-identity split in ICN approaches and the stateless nature of the publish/subscribe paradigm can potentially
facilitate the support of mobility. In practice however, the
situation is not that simple. In some approaches the locationidentity split may be partial for scalability purposes, e.g., in
NDN; in others, the cost of looking up network addresses
may be too high for fast moving objects, e.g., in DONA.
Furthermore, while individual requests for information objects
can be issued from different locations, mobility during the
reception of a simple object remains a problem, something
more likely to occur with larger information objects.
Supporting subscriber mobility is generally simpler. In the
worst case, the subscriber will just issue new requests for
information, wasting any resources spent on pending transmissions. This is the most sensible approach in the decoupled
versions of DONA and SAIL, where the name resolution
system returns the network addresses of the host carrying the
requested content. In NDN and COMET on the other hand,
re-issued requests will eventually cross paths with the state
left in content routers by the old requests, thus redirecting
the pending information to the new location of the mobile
subscriber. ICN architectures based on source routing require
routes to be patched after a mobile moves, to point at its new
location. This may not be very efficient, but it is relatively easy
in CONVERGENCE and the coupled variants of SAIL and
DONA where each part of the path is visible. It is trickier in
PURSUIT where links are encoded into a Bloom filter, as it is
easy to add links to the Bloom filter, but hard to remove them.
MobilityFirst offers the most flexible solution, as it relies on a
series of resolution steps to delay binding a mobile’s identity
with its current address as much as possible, thus allowing
mobiles to only update their location in their local area.
Publisher mobility requires updating the name resolution
system with the new location of the mobile publisher. Unlike
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off-path caching where we would prefer caches to only be
advertised locally, with publisher mobility the information
needs to be globally available. While updating the name
resolution system can be a costly operation, it can be kept
within the local area in systems supporting late binding of
information to location, such as MobilityFirst and the hybrid
variant of SAIL. Note that the hybrid variant of SAIL only
applies late name binding to requests, not data, hence it cannot
be used to handle subscriber mobility.
E. Security
All ICN architectures identify security as a fundamental
problem of the current Internet architecture. The primary focus
of the proposed architectures is on information confidentiality
and integrity, as opposed to the channel confidentiality and
integrity of IP based solutions. Content confidentiality and
integrity are achieved by using cryptographic mechanisms
either combined with data included in the information name,
as in DONA, or associated with the information using metadata, as in NDN. As we explained above, each approach
requires an external trusted system to complete the binding
between a human-readable name, a name for the information
and the information itself. Most ICN architectures rely on
self-certifying names, as these allow any network node to
verify that the name in a packet matches the information
inside it, leaving to the user the problem of determining
whether this information is actually what was desired. While
both hierarchical and flat names can be transformed to selfcertifying names, this process is easier when the latter are
used, hence all systems supporting flat names generally allow
self-certifying names to be used.
V. O PEN I SSUES IN ICN
In this section we identify a series of issues and problems
that have either not been satisfactorily addressed or have not
even been tackled by the ICN research community so far.
A. Naming
There is no clear consensus yet on whether hierarchical
or flat names should be used. Hierarchical names can be
human-readable and are easier to aggregate in principle, but it
is unclear whether they can scale to Internet levels without
turning into DNS names due to aggregation. On the other
hand, flat names are easier to administer, they do not impose
processing requirements for longest prefix matching, they can
be self-certifying and they can be easily handled with highly
scalable structures such as DHTs, but it is unclear whether
DHTs can offer satisfactory performance.
There has been practically no research on incorporating
versioning, deletion and revocation of information objects
to the naming structure, and only preliminary work on the
optimal granularity of information objects (i.e., an object could
correspond to a packet, to variable-sized information chunks or
to entire application-level objects). Indeed, some work argues
that performing signature checks on individual packets may
have excessive overhead [68], while other work argues that
this is feasible with hardware-level implementations [57].
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Searching for information has also not received much
attention in ICN research, something rather peculiar, given
that most projects rely on flat names that have to be somehow discovered by human users. Information-awareness may
provide the means for efficient searching, possibly taking
into account meta-information such as contextual parameters,
location, information type, language, etc. For example, SAIL
envisions an extended name resolution system that integrates
meta-information to the resolution process [60]. As information is the primary entity in ICNs, it is possible for this
meta-information to co-exist with the actual information inside
the network, thus allowing the intelligent manipulation of
traffic for other purposes, such as for enabling geocasting
and flow prioritization. However, the availability of such
meta-information also raises significant concerns regarding
network neutrality. Earlier attempts to throttle certain types
of traffic (e.g., P2P) were based on DPI techniques. With
ICN, the identification of traffic types (and of any other metainformation related to a flow) may constitute standard network
functionality, thus unveiling sensitive information not only to
ISPs, but also to potential attackers.
B. Name Resolution
The vast size of the naming space poses a significant scalability challenge for name resolution. DHT based designs have
attracted the attention of researchers due to their logarithmic
scalability. The routing policy violations and inflated path
lengths of DHTs have resulted in hierarchical schemes that
try to adapt the structure of the name space to the underlying
inter-domain network topology [76], but the routing efficiency
of these approaches is still lacking [51]. Moreover, recent
studies on the structure of the inter-domain graph suggest that
the increase of peering relationships between AS’s gradually
leads to a mesh-like inter-domain graph [77], [78], therefore,
employing a strictly hierarchical structure for the organization
of the name space does not seem to reflect reality. Another
recently proposed approach is to use hashing to map names
directly to IP addresses and rely on IP routing to find the resolvers [70], but this requires global participation in the name
resolution system. Hence, a flexible and practical approach,
able to express the dynamically evolving routing relationships
between AS’s, is still lacking.
C. Data Routing
While a lot of effort has been devoted to the design of
routing mechanisms for the intra-domain level, e.g., [53], little
attention has been paid to the inter-domain level. Inter-domain
routing is strongly affected by business relationships between
the involved parties and is an area of active research even
in the context of the current Internet architecture [79]. In the
ICN area, the main issue is scaling the proposed solutions to
Internet sizes. As shown in [80], the content routers in NDN
face serious scalability limitations at the inter-domain level,
something that also applies to some extent to COMET, which
also installs forwarding state at routers.
In the PURSUIT architecture which uses in-packet Bloom
filters for source routing, the most obvious issue is that
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longer paths (or larger multicast trees) lead to many false
positives, i.e., wasted packet transmissions [53]. Since larger
Bloom filters would introduce much higher overhead, ideas
such as Bloom filter switching [81] and variable-sized Bloom
filters [82] have been explored. But the real problem is
establishing inter-domain paths, since it is unrealistic to expect
topology managers to have a global view of the network, due
to both the size of the Internet and the limited information
exchanged between AS’s. This means that a hierarchical
decomposition of the inter-domain routing problem is required,
coupled with Bloom filter switching between the AS’s, to keep
topology management local and path lengths short [81], [83].
On the other hand, in the architectures where source routes
are accumulated during name resolution, such as CONVERGENCE and the coupled variants of DONA and SAIL, the
main issue is the amount of overhead introduced in both
request and data packets as these routes grow larger. MobilityFirst and the decoupled variants of DONA and SAIL basically
rely on IP routing, with the possibility of additional resolution
steps in MobilityFirst and the hybrid variant of SAIL. This
means that they do not introduce any new problems, but they,
at least partially, inherit the existing problems of IP routing.
D. Caching
Mechanisms for caching (and replication) have been widely
studied at the application level, mostly in the context of
web applications. It has been recently advocated that the
benefits from the extensive use of caching in ICN will not
be substantial [27]. Although they raise serious concerns
about the performance of the envisioned caching mechanisms,
these observations are mostly based on studies performed
more than a decade ago [84]. Additional research on current
traffic patterns could shed additional light on the popularity
characteristics of information today and thus to the possible
benefits from widespread caching. For instance, a recent
study has shown that web information popularity has changed
during the past few years, affecting application level caching
performance [85].
Another issue is that when caching takes place inside the
network, as in ICN, several types of traffic will compete for the
same caching space. Cache space management therefore becomes crucial for the network, and recent works, albeit based
on simplified traffic models, have indicated that intelligent
schemes can substantially improve performance [45], [44],
[86]. Moreover, the deployment of caching and replication
mechanisms inside the network opens up the possibility of
jointly optimizing routing, forwarding and in-network cache
management. For instance, routing decisions could be affected
by cache locations, the cache-ability of information and/or
indications of cache contention.
E. Mobility
Though identified as a major shortcoming of the current
Internet architecture, network support for mobility has received
very limited attention in ICN efforts (e.g., [46], [56]). Past
research efforts on the support of mobility in the context
of publish/subscribe systems [28] and on multicast-assisted

mobility [87] have contributed to the understanding of the
emerging issues. This work, coupled with the native ICN
support for caching and multicast, has been leveraged to assist
mobility in PURSUIT [54]. However, publisher (and, therefore, information) mobility remains a major challenge, since
most ICN architectures use name resolution systems that are
slow to update, whether they are name-based routing tables,
hierarchical DHTs or hierarchical resolution handlers. The use
of source routes, that may become invalid even as they are
formed, is an additional complication. Even more problematic
is the use of name aggregation in routing tables, as it implicitly
reintroduces a location-identity binding. The most promising
approach in this area is the late name binding advocated by
MobilityFirst and the hybrid variant of SAIL, which simplify
mobility management without losing the advantages of flat
names. The performance of these schemes in practical and
large scale scenarios remains to be seen, however.
F. Security, Privacy and Trust
Security in all ICN architectures is based on using encryption with keys associated with the information name. Little
work exists however on how these keys will be managed, i.e.,
who will be responsible for creating, distributing and revoking those keys. The need for key management mechanisms
becomes of paramount importance if we consider the fact that
most ICN approaches rely on cryptographic keys and trusted
entities for information-name verification [40], [47]. Moreover,
most of the proposed ICN architectures envision access control
mechanisms, nevertheless there is very little work on the
definition of access control policies, the application of access
control policies to cached information and the authentication
of users (e.g., [88], [89]).
ICN architectures can create severe privacy threats, as users
reveal their interest in particular information and the name of
the information being requested is available to all the ICN
nodes processing the request [27]. A convincing solution for
this threat has not been provided yet. Finally, efficient mechanisms for building trust relationships and handling privacy
tussles amongst the various stakeholders are envisioned in ICN
architectures (e.g., [90]), yet this still remains an open issue.
G. Transport
The information awareness in ICN architectures enables
a series of new mechanisms and functionalities inside the
network that make data transport a more complicated process
than in the current end-to-end model. Mechanisms such as
in-network caching and replication offer the opportunity for
exchanging bandwidth with storage, thus radically changing
the transport layer. Moreover, new delivery modes such as
multicast (i.e., one-to-many) and concast (many-to-one), the
ability of the network to apply anycast, as well as the support
for multi-path routing in several ICN approaches, offer a rich
set of mechanisms affecting the design of flow, congestion
and error control functions. However, the fact that ICN architectures are still under active development, complicates
research in the area. Recent efforts have started to investigate
the interaction of these mechanisms (e.g., [91], [92], [93]),
which is however far from being well-understood.
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H. Quality of Service
Most ICN initiatives devote some thought to Quality of
Service (QoS) provisioning. Nonetheless, only a few of them
provide details about practical QoS mechanisms, while the
rest treat the issue superficially. The most extensive treatment
of QoS issues is in the COMET architecture which defines
three Classes of Service (CoS) used to prioritize end-to-end
information traffic. COMET maps the delivery requirements of
the information as expressed by a CoS into the network paths
offered by each AS via a path provisiong process [65]. Some
work has also been performed on exploiting the centralized
topology management and source routing of PURSUIT to implement routing algorithms that are infeasible with distributed
routing, such as Steiner tree-based multicasting [94].
I. Business and Deployment Aspects
Taking a step away from technical issues, a series of
questions need to be answered with regard to the business
aspects of ICN. To name but a few: Who are the new actors
enabled by ICN architectures? How are the roles/relationships
between current actors of the Internet ecosystem going to be
affected? Which are the application domains to target first?
Should overlay or native ICN solutions be deployed first? For
example, CDNs already provide several features of the ICN
paradigm at an overlay level. It is not clear however how CDNs
would possibly fit in an ICN world, as a major part of their
functionality would be provided by the network itself.
A first attempt to perform a socio-economic analysis of an
ICN architecture was performed in the PSIRP project [95].
According to its findings the logical order of markets to target
would be government, business ICT, and information-centric
applications. This is because the business opportunities in
the government sector can be satisfied with the adoption of
purely overlay mechanisms, which entail a smaller overall
cost compared to the adoption of native mechanisms. On the
other hand, native mechanisms are necessary to fully exploit
the business opportunities related to the business ICT sector.
Finally, the investment in information-centric applications is
strongly dependent on traffic volumes, which in turn depend
on the widespread access to applications, and hence requires a
widespread deployment of the new architecture. According to
the same analysis, the adoption of an ICN architecture should
start with the adoption of overlay mechanisms in the current
Internet, followed by the adoption of native mechanisms on the
network backbone. The adoption of such native mechanisms
should start from the business ICT sector. Issues like billing,
costing and invoicing for ICN traffic however remain open.
With regard to deployment, it is clear that an incremental
transition into ICN is needed, so as to maintain compatibility
with TCP/IP-based applications for an extended period. Although such a transition is straightforward for overlay ICN
solutions, it is not well understood how it can be achieved
for the case of clean-slate ICN solutions. In addition the
ICN community has not reached a consensus on several
fundamental design choices (e.g., routing and forwarding in
NDN vs. PURSUIT) hence there are several architectures
proposed, each fitting the requirements of different networking
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environments and/or business scenarios. It is therefore possible
to reach a state where multiple different ICN architectures will
be deployed in parallel and interoperability issues may arise.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We have attempted to provide an in depth survey of the
ICN research landscape. As a first step, we identified a series
of issues in the current Internet architecture that motivate a
fundamental rethinking of how the Internet should operate in
order to cope with new and emerging requirements. Several
ICN architectures have been proposed to address some of
these requirements, such as the need for efficient information
delivery and mobility support. We have shown how ICN
research has developed in the last decade, with a major bloom
of related activities taking place during the last five years.
Even though the ICN related research area is still shaping,
we made an effort to provide a unified view of the alternative
proposals by defining a set of core ICN functionalities, e.g.,
naming, name resolution and data routing, caching, mobility
and security. We presented seven ICN architectures, explaining their general goals and operation, as well as how they
implement each of these functionalities, culminating with a
comparative analysis of the various design choices in each of
these areas. This led to a discussion of the open issues for ICN
architectures, not only in the core functionalities, but also in
other areas that, while important, have so far received much
less attention from the majority of ICN efforts.
As a final conclusion, we can state that ICN is a promising
and fertile research field that has shown its potential for
addressing at least some of the current problems of the
Internet, but mostly in a qualitative way so far. There is,
therefore, an urgent need for further research and quantitative
studies for evaluating the benefits and potential performance
gains brought by this new architectural paradigm, as well as
for additional work in hitherto neglected areas that are however
crucial for the applicability and viability of the ICN paradigm.
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